
I have been around racing most of my life. 

As a youngster racing locally in Canton Ohio, I was a crewmember at 10 years old and could do engine 

changes and flathead rebuilds with the best. 

In the 50's Midvale Speedway Ohio was my track of choice. They ran twice a week and was relatively 

close only 40 miles away. 

There was a time when I did Sandusky Speedway Ohio and Lorain Speedway Ohio both on the same 

weekend and that required 360 miles of driving but gas was only 25.9 a gallon and my Pontiac tri-power 

gave me 15 mi per gallon. 

I always considered Sandusky as my favorite SuperModified track because I always feel at home there 

having been a fan in the stands since 1960 and not missing a supermodified race there in the last 35 

years traveling the 200 mile trip every weekend when Supers called for it.. 

Yah, some tracks are prettier, closer, have better car counts, bigger purses because of those attributes. 

Don't make no never mind to me, I like my SuperModifieds. 

I did miss the heyday of Supers in the mid 60's mid 70's because it didn't fit in to my raising my family 

and money was tight but I think I have more than made up for what I lost.  

I make an attempt to make every SuperModified race within 300 miles of my home and so far have done 

that along with trips to NC for every event hosted at Concord and the other tracks Supers have 

competed in 5 states. 

   

Needless to say above all SuperModifeds are my thing, although I do like some other forms of racing 

too, I wouldn't say I am a race fan as much as a total SuperModified fan.  

All that crapola being said, I would follow supers to any track anytime no matter who is in charge and 

what series is being run. A Super is a Super, series or promoter be damned. 

I have no desire to get into a pissin contest between promoters, owners, drivers or any fan over 

anything where SuperModifieds are concerned. 

I will go to a race anywhere, I feel like, when I feel like. Hopefully tracks/series won't step on each other 

and we can enjoy a SuperModified race wherever and whenever we can. 

I started a message board 17 years ago because of the feeling I have for Supers. 

Not because I like to debate people about how a series or a race track sould be run. I'll leave that the 

experts or those that think they are and not on a message board. 

I would like to think that this board helps, not hinders SuperModified racing in any series. 



So all that being said, lets go SuperModified racing and just try to get along to save the sport 

     


